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Viroporins comprise a family of non-structural proteins that play significant and diverse roles during the replica-
tion cycle of many animal viruses. Consequently, they have become promising targets for inhibitory drug
and vaccine development. Structure–function traits common to all members of the family are their small size
(ca. 60–120 aa), high hydrophobicity, and the presence of helical domains that transverse the membrane and
assemble into oligomeric-permeating structures therein. The possibility that viroporins show in particular condi-
tions any kind of specificity in the transport of ions and small solutes remains a point of contention in the field.
Here we have approached this issue using the Classical Swine Fever Virus (CSFV) protein p7 viroporin as a
model. We have previously reported that CSFV-p7 induces release of ANTS (MW: 427.33) from lipid vesicles
that emulate the Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER) membrane, and that this process is dependent on pH, modulated
by the lipid composition, and recreated by a C-terminal transmembrane helix. Here we have assayed CSFV-p7 for
its capacity to form ion-conducting channels in ER-like planar lipidmembranes, and establishedwhether this ac-
tivity is subject to regulation by the same factors. The analysis of electrophysiological recordings in ERmembrane
surrogates suggests that CSFV-p7 forms pores wide enough to allow ANTS release. Moreover, we were able to
discriminate between two pore structures with slightly different sizes and opposite ion selectivities. The fact
that the relative abundances of each pore type depend crucially on membrane composition strengthens the
view that the physicochemical properties of the lipid bilayers present in the cell endomembrane systemmodu-
late viroporin activity.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Modulation of the cellular ion balance in order to take over the cel-
lular machinery seems to be a common feature for viruses. Several
viruses encode at least one protein displaying ion channel (IC) activity.
These proteins are known as viroporins, the term being first proposed
when it was observed that several proteins involved in virus-promoted
cell membrane permeabilization shared common characteristics [1].
The list of identified viroporins is constantly growing, especially in
RNA viruses [2,3]. Thus, the M2 of influenza virus (IFV) [4–7], the p7 of
hepatitis C virus (HCV) [8–12], the vpu of human immunodeficiency
virus (HIV) [13–17], and the poliovirus (PV) 2B [18–21] proteins
are only some members of this list found in prominent human patho-
gens. Accordingly, viroporin activity blocking by specific inhibitors,
and viroporin-defective live attenuated vaccines offer new therapy
approaches to treat and prevent viral infection, which reinforces the
importance of investigating these proteins [2].
Viroporins are overall small (they are comprised of some 60–120
amino acids) and highly hydrophobic. They usually contain one (class
I) or two (class II) α-helices long enough to transverse the lipid bilayer
[2,22]. These features enable viroporin insertion and oligomerization
in cell membranes forming ion conductive pores, which alters the cell
permeability allowing the transport of ions and other small molecules.
The IC activity of these proteins is expected to be involved in virus
entry, trafficking, morphogenesis and maturation [23,24]. In fact, re-
search work supports the relevance of the IC activities of IFV M2
[25–28], HCV p7 [29–31], or SARS-CoV E [32] proteins in virulence and
pathogenesis.

IC activity of viroporins usually involves weakly selective nanopores
that alter unspecifically the membrane permeability, i.e. they allow the
transport of ions and small molecules irrespective of their chemical
nature [32]. However, in some particular cases like IFV M2 and HCV
p7, they can form highly selective channels displaying specificity for
physiologically relevant cations [4–7,33,34]. Given the varied functions
ascribed to viroporins and the various cell environments sampled by
these products, it is not unlikely that different functional structures can
emerge at different stages of the viral cycle. One consequence of this
functional diversity is the possibility that depending on the conditions
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of the lipid bilayer the same viroporin may have the potential either to
establish nanometer-sized ion channels, or alternatively, participate in
additional membrane permeabilizationmechanisms allowing the trans-
port of larger solutes exceeding the nanometer scale [35,36].

Interestingly, it has been observed that lipid charge influences the IC
activity of some viroporins like the E protein of SARS-CoV [32], while
vesicle permeabilization assays suggest that PV 2B pore-forming activi-
ty can be regulated by the negatively charged phospholipid species
existing at the cytofacial monolayers of the target membranes [37].
However, studies addressing in parallel and systematically (i.e., using
same lipid compositions and assessing dependence of these activities
on the same regulatory factors) planar membrane electrophysiology
vs. vesicle permeability assays for the same viroporin are missing.
Here, to carry out such a comparative assessment, we have taken the
advantage that CSFV-p7-induced release of ANTS from lipid vesicles
mimicking the Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER) membrane is subject to
pH, lipid composition and amino acid sequence regulation [38]. Thus,
we have first established IC activity of CSFV-p7 in ER-like lipid planar
bilayers and then analyzed its dependence on the same factors.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

The CSFV p7 protein and its derived peptides (sequences displayed
in Fig. 1) were commercially synthesized (Thermo Scientific). The puri-
fied peptides were dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO; spectrosco-
py grade), and their concentrations were determined by bicinchoninic
acid microassay (Pierce, Rockford, IL). Small, diluted aliquots were
stored frozen upon use. Phosphatidylcholine (PC), phosphatidyl-
ethanolamine (PE), phosphatidylinositol (PI), and cholesterol (Chol)
were purchased from Avanti-Polar Lipids (Birmingham, AL). The
8-aminonaphthalene-1,3,6-trisulfonic acid sodium salt (ANTS) and
p-xylenebis(pyridinium)bromide (DPX)were obtained fromMolecular
Probes (Junction City, OR, USA).

2.2. Planar lipid membranes formation

Twomonolayersweremade from5mg/ml pentane solutions of lipid
mixture buffered with 5 mM HEPES with KCl at both sides of Teflon
chambers partitioned by a 15 μm thick Teflon film with 70–100 μm di-
ameter orifices. Planar lipid bilayers were formed bymonolayer apposi-
tion on the orifices previously treated with a 1% solution of hexadecane
in pentane. Protein and peptides dissolved in DMSO were supple-
mented to the lipid solutions prior to monolayer formation only in one
Fig. 1. CSFV p7 sequence and derived peptides. Top: Direct translation of pestivirus ssRNA genom
(Top panel). Bottom: CSFV p7 sequence includes twomain hydrophobic regions (gray and red b
brane (black, thick lines). The panel displays in schematic representation the sequences covere
of the chamber sides, the cis side. Bilayer formationwas directly detected
and its thickness can be estimated by capacitance measurements.

2.3. Channel conductance measurements

An electric potential was applied using Ag/AgCl electrodes in 2 M
KCl, 1.5% agarose bridges assembled within standard 250 μl pipette
tips. Potential is defined as positive when it is higher at the side of the
protein addition (the cis side), while the trans side is set to ground. An
Axopatch 200B amplifier (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA) in the
voltage-clamp mode was used for measuring the current and applying
potential. The membrane chamber and the head stage were isolated
from external noise sources with a double metal screen (Amuneal
Manufacturing Corp., Philadelphia, PA).

2.4. Reversal potential measurements

Lipid bilayers were formedwith different salt concentrations at each
side. Once the protein was inserted, a net ionic current appeared due to
the concentration gradient, and it wasmanually set to zero by adjusting
the applied potential. The potential needed to achieve zero current
was then corrected by the liquid junction potential calculated from
Henderson's equation to obtain the zero current potential or reversal
potential (Erev) [39].

2.5. Vesicle permeability assays

Large unilamellar vesicles (LUVs) were prepared according to the
extrusion method [40]. Vesicle permeabilization was assayed by mon-
itoring the release to the medium of encapsulated fluorescent ANTS
(ANTS–DPX assay) [41]. LUVs containing 12.5 mM ANTS, 45 mM
DPX, 20 mM NaCl and 5 mM HEPES were obtained by separating
the unencapsulated material by gel-filtration in a Sephadex G-75
column that was eluted with 5 mM HEPES and 100 mM NaCl (pH 7.4).
Internal and external osmolarities were measured in a cryoscopic os-
mometer (Osmomat 030, Gonotec, Berlin, Germany) and adjusted by
adding NaCl. Fluorescence measurements were performed in an SLM
Aminco 8100 spectrofluorimeter (Spectronic Instruments, Rochester,
NY) by setting the ANTS emission at 520 nm and the excitation at
355 nm. A cutoff filter (470 nm) was placed between the sample and
the emission monochromator. The baseline leakage (0%) corresponded
to the fluorescence of the vesicles at time 0, while 100% leakage was
the fluorescence value obtained after the addition of Triton X-100
(0.5% v/v).
e gives rise to a single, large polyprotein, which is processed into individual viral proteins
locks, respectively) intervened by sectionswith propensity for establishing turns inmem-
d by the peptides used in this study.
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2.6. Statistical processing

For comparison between vesicle leakage and channel formation ac-
tivity, two kinds of assays were performed. For vesicle leakage results,
at least four kinetic assays were performed and shown data correspond
to arithmetic mean and standard error. In case of channel formation ac-
tivity, 30 recordings comprising 10 traces with a duration of 20 s were
analyzed. Each tracewith at least one 2 pA eventwas considered as pos-
itive. The histograms of the current jump amplitude were made from at
least 60 recordings and more than 550 events were analyzed for each
histogram. The data were normalized to 1, using the number of total
events in each case. The histograms were fitted to one or two Gaussian
peaks, depending on the value of the adjusted R-squared. Each SD value
is the square root variance of the corresponding Gaussian distribution.
The histograms of permeability ratio contain data from 64 recordings.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Ion channel activity of CSFV-p7

The CSFV-p7 protein possesses two hydrophobic, membrane-
spanning regions (TM1 and TM2) separated by a short basic loop, an ar-
rangement characteristic of class II viroporins (Fig. 1). Each hydrophobic
domain is additionally intervened by a short loop with polar character,
a feature also shared by integral membrane proteins that assemble
into helical oligomers [22]. CSFV-p7 induces ANTS release from lipo-
somes, a process that requires acid pH and evolves more efficiently in
ER-likemembranes [38,42]. The pore-forming activity and its regulation
by pH and lipid composition can be recreated by the p7C peptide,
representing the C-terminal domain including the TM1–TM2 connecting
basic loop (Fig. 1). In order to improve the topological localization of the
Fig. 2. CSFVp7 ion channel activity in ER-like planar bilayers. A) Current recordings without an
traces of the p7Full ion channel activity are chosen to show the different magnitudes of curre
Gaussian peaks (6 pA, SD = 1 and 10 pA, SD = 5). Current was recorded in 150 mM KCl, pH 5
viroporin activity, p7-4, a TM2-based peptide lacking the basic loop, was
designed. Interestingly, p7-4 also induces ANTS release from liposomes,
but the process does not require acid pH and it is not inhibited by classic
viroporin inhibitors [42]. These previous results could indicate that
the TM1–TM2 connecting loop is essential for the CSFV-p7 activity reg-
ulation. Up to date, CSFV-p7 full protein and its constituent domains
have been shown to participate in the permeabilization of lipid vesicles
[38], but electrophysiological measurements investigating their pore-
formation mechanisms at the single channel level are missing.

To this end, CSFV p7 viroporin was first assayed in planar lipid mix-
tures thatmimicked the composition of ERmembranes (Fig. 2). Although
the ER is themain site of cholesterol and structural phospholipid synthe-
sis, these lipids are rapidly transported to other organelles and, in fact, ER
displays only low concentrations of sterols and complex sphingolipids
[43]. Accordingly, we prepared planar bilayers based on the main con-
stituent phospholipids of the ER membrane, namely, zwitterionic PC
and PE plus the anionic PI mixed in a roughly 5:3:2 molar ratio [43].

In experiments performed in 150 mM KCl and pH 5.0 the complete
protein (p7Full) exhibited a high IC activity with a variety of current
levels and lifetimes (Fig. 2). In those experiments different kinds of
events appear. On the one hand, traces showingwell-defined “opening”
and “closing” rapid events, and on the other hand, larger current levels
with longer lifetimes without almost any small flickering (Fig. 2A). This
effect could be due to the simultaneous opening of several channels or
could correspond to the formation of different channel structures. In
order to discriminate between single and multiple channel insertions,
the analysis of all recordings allowed resolving the stepwise changes
(ΔI) in each trace. The current vs. time traces were analyzed with the
software Clampfit 10.1, so that average current values for each level
were obtained once the corresponding zero-voltage baseline was
subtracted. Histograms of the current jump amplitudes of the recorded
y protein addition (Control) and after the addition of p7Full protein. Two representative
nt jumps seen in experiments. B) Histogram of the current jump amplitude fitted to two
.0 at a potential of −50 mV.
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traces (Fig. 2B) showed the most frequent events corresponding to a
single channel current of 6 ± 1 pA, although the presence of a dim
shoulder around 10 pA suggested some contribution from concatenated
channels (see below).

Since current traces were recorded under an applied voltage of
50 mV our results point to a single channel conductance G = 120 ±
20 pS, similar in value to that of SARS-CoV E viroporin [32]. Assuming
as a first approximation cylindrical geometry for the permeating struc-
ture, the conductance can be written as G ~ κπr2 / Lwhere κ is the elec-
trolyte conductivity and L the pore length. This allows for a rough
estimation of the channel radius of r ~ 0.5–1 nm. In the context of pro-
tein channels, this is a relativelywide pore comparable in size to general
diffusion porins [44]. In principle, CSFV-p7 channels formed under these
conditions should permit simultaneous transport of water molecules,
solvated ions and even small solutes such as ANTS [45].

Next we studied the effect of pH on themembrane permeabilization
induced by CSFV p7 viroporin, paying attention to both current re-
cordings in planar membranes and leakage experiments in LUVs. For
the sake of comparison, in Fig. 3 we plot together the relative number
of channel insertions (regardless of the actual current value) and the
ANTS leakage measured in LUVs. We observe a sound qualitative corre-
lation between both techniques (left panels). At pH 5.0 in ER mem-
branes the high pore-forming activity observed in planar membranes
is consistent with a large leakage value. Furthermore, when the pH is
increased to 7.4, the remarkable decrease in recordings displaying ion
channel activity is in agreement with the almost inexistent leakage
found in LUVs. Of note, single channel currents of 6 pA or larger were
occasionally found in the recordings at neutral pH (less than 25% of
the total events, see right panels).

Interestingly, the pH is not the only critical parameter controlling ion
channel activity but themembrane composition is also crucial. Previous
work demonstrated that the lack of anionic phospholipids in the
lipid composition, abated p7 permeabilizing activity measured in vesi-
cles [38,42]. Control experiments performed in a 3-lipid PC:PE:Chol
(7:3:10 molar ratio) mixture at pH 5.0 showed only tiny currents,
which is also compatiblewith the small leakage found in LUVs of similar
composition. By selecting this control mixture, it was not our intention
to analyze the effects of cholesterol on channel activity (this would re-
quire thorough analysis, which was beyond the scope of the present
work), but rather to test the absence of the anionic phospholipid PI. In
fact, similar results were obtained in the absence of cholesterol using
PC:PE (7:3 molar ratio) planar bilayers (data not shown).

3.2. Sequences involved in CSFV-p7 ion channel activity

The CSFV p7 IC activity observed in the previous experiments might
depend on sequences different to those sustaining vesicle perme-
abilization [38,42]. Thus, to map IC activity, CSFV p7 sequence-based
peptides were synthesized and analyzed in planar bilayers resembling
Fig. 3. Comparison between vesicle leakage and channel formation induced by CSFVp7. Left: P
percentage induced by CSFV-p7 addition to LUV (protein-to-lipid ratio, 1:250) (dark gray). Rig
ER composition. As displayed in the diagram of Fig. 1, p7N and p7C se-
quences spanned the potential N- and C-terminal TM1 and TM2 regions
of CSFV p7, respectively, and overlapped along the conserved polar loop
sequence [38]. In the case of p7-4, the sequencewas selected to span the
hydrophobic C-terminal TM2 of CSFV p7. The resulting sequence was
long enough to transverse the membrane, although interrupted by the
turn-promoting 49MTNNPVK55 polar sequence. The pore-forming activ-
ities of these peptides were assessed in artificial lipid bilayers, as shown
in Fig. 4A. Both p7C and p7-4 peptides exhibited substantial IC activity, in
agreement with the high values of leakage induced by these peptides in
LUVs. In contrast, p7N showed almost null currents both in electrophys-
iological recordings and in LUVs. These data confirm a similar depen-
dence of vesicle permeabilization and IC activities on the C-terminal
helix of CSFV-p7.

However, the histograms of the current jump amplitudes of the re-
corded traces denoted certain differences between the IC activities
displayed by p7C and p7-4 (Fig. 4B). Whereas p7C recreated with re-
markable accuracy p7full behavior (i.e., a prevalent single channel cur-
rent of ca. 6 pA and a shoulder at 10–12 pA), p7-4 favored lower
intensity currents of ca. 2–3 pA and no evidence for a bias towards a
larger structure could be found in the histogram. Thus, the addition of
the 33MRDEPI38 turn sequence seems to be required for precisely reca-
pitulating p7full IC activity by the TM2-based peptides. This observation
was further supported by the next set of experiments.

Next we tested the dependence of p7C and p7-4 IC activities on so-
lution pH and membrane composition, as previously done in the case
of the full protein (Fig. 3). Interestingly, each peptide's IC activity
seems to display a particular behavior, which was mirrored by their ef-
fects on vesicle leakage. On the one side, p7C performs like the full CSFV
p7 protein both in LUVs and in electrophysiological recordings (Fig. 5A).
On the other side p7-4 shows a distinctive feature in ERmembranes. In-
creasing pH does not inhibit the ability of p7-4 to induce membrane
permeabilization (Fig. 5B). This seems a particular characteristic of ER
membranes, because PI lacking control membranes show in both pep-
tide samples very low currents at pH 5. The ANTS leakage induced by
p7-4 also shows a significant reduction under these conditions as com-
pared to PI-containing samples. Although the reduction in leakage is not
so marked, once again, the correlation between planar electrophysiolo-
gy and LUVs is maintained supporting our finding that in the absence of
the 33MRDEPI38 turn, pores could be efficiently formed, but their activity
was not pH dependent. Thus, the short interhelical loop presents a reg-
ulatory function and determines the sensibility to pH changes.

Overall, the electrophysiological recordings of peptides inserted in
ER-like bilayers are consistent with the formation of a CSFV p7 channel,
in which the C-terminal hydrophobic region is a pore lining transmem-
brane helix and the basic loop regulates the ion permeation process,
whereas the N-terminal hydrophobic region functional role remains un-
known. In thismanner, experiments in planarmembranes correlatewith
previously obtained vesicle leakage results and support the hypothesis
ercentage of planar bilayers displaying IC activity (light gray) is compared to the leakage
ht: Representative conductance recordings for the same conditions.



Fig. 4.Pore-forming activity of p7N, p7C and p7-4 peptides in ER-like planar bilayers and vesicles at pH5.0. A) Left: Comparison of the ability to formchannels in planar bilayers (light gray)
with leakage induced in LUVs by the addition of p7 peptides to a peptide-to-lipid mole ratio of 1:250 (dark gray). Right: Representative traces of IC activity. B) Histograms of the current
jump amplitude measured for the active p7C and p7-4 peptides. The histograms have been fitted to two Gaussian peaks (left panel) and single Gaussian peak (right panel), respectively.
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that the same p7 structure could be responsible for both, ion conduc-
tance in planar bilayers and ANTS release from vesicles.

3.3. Effects of lipid composition on CSFV-p7 ion channel activity

Results in Figs. 3 and 5 demonstrate that lipid composition has
critical effects on the permeabilization induced by CSFV p7 protein
and its derived peptides. In the ER-like ternary mixture two con-
spicuous components, PE and PI, may impart a negative curvature or
Fig. 5. Comparison between vesicle leakage and channel formation induced by p7C and p7-4 pe
by p7C (A) or p7-4 (B). Conditions otherwise as in the previous Fig. 4.
increase the negative surface charge density of the membrane mono-
layers, respectively.

Thus, to test intrinsic curvature and surface charge effects on p7full
IC activity, we probed a variety of lipid compositions that differed slight-
ly from the canonical ratio 5:3:2 (PC:PE:PI) of ER membranes. Fig. 6
compiles the histograms of current jumps recorded for lipid bilayers
made by first keeping constant the amount of charged lipids (PI fixed)
and changing the intrinsic curvature (decreasing PC:PE ratio) and then
the other way round (i.e., PE fixed and decreasing PC:PI ratio).
ptides. Effect of pH and lipid composition on IC activity and LUV permeabilization induced



Fig. 6.Histograms of the current jump amplitudemeasured for the CSFV-p7 protein in different lipidmixtures PC:PE:PI. 5:3:2 (A), 3:3:4 (B), 6:3:1 (C), 5:4:1 (D), 3:6:1 (E). The histograms
have been fitted to two Gaussian peaks in all panels but B, where no clear peak is visible.

Fig. 7. CSFV-p7 channel current recordings in 150mMKCl at pH 5 on themembrane com-
position of 5:4:1 (PC:PE:PI). Traces of two different current state jumps, representatives of
two peaks observed in histogram of current jump of 5:4:1 composition shown in previous
figure.
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As previously discussed (Fig. 2B), the main peak at 6 pA and the
shoulder at ca. 10 pA observed in the 5:3:2 ER-like composition might
denote the prevalence of a single channel, with slight contribution of si-
multaneous double insertions. As could be expected, [46,47] the effect
of the lipid charge in the channel function is remarkable: a decrease in
the PI content (6:3:1 and 5:4:1 ratios) enhances a defined second
peak in the histogram centered at 15 pA, which comprises current
values that triplicate those of the main peak centered at 5 pA. In con-
trast, the excess of PI (3:3:4) yields a huge dispersionwith no clearly de-
fined maximum. On the other hand, altering the intrinsic curvature of
the monolayer by including an excess of PE (3:6:1) leads to a single
well-defined maximum at 5 pA. This is probably related to the fact
that lipids with intrinsic negative curvature, like PE, restrict the forma-
tion of protein–lipid combined structures because of the energy penalty
involved in the bending of the bilayer leaflet [48]. Notably, the interme-
diate composition (5:4:1) containing low PI and almost equimolar
PC:PE ratio leads to the best definition of the 5 and 15 peaks in the
histogram.

The overall understanding of Fig. 6 becomes extremely complex
due to the combined action of charge and curvature effects. The only
straightforward conclusion that can be drawn is that slight changes in
any of these factors yield dramatic changes in the current histograms.
In view of that, we see no evident reason to claim that there is a pre-
dominant channel structure that depending on the membrane condi-
tions appears only in the form of single channels (5:3:2 or 3:6:1
mixtures) or also in the form of simultaneous multiple insertions
(6:3:1 or 5:4:1). Quite the contrary, it seems more likely to suggest
that at least two different pore structures can be formed, being the
relative abundance and characteristics of each one crucially modulated
by the lipid composition in the membrane.

3.4. Identification of two distinct CSFV-p7 ion channel structures

The global analysis of Fig. 6 provides interesting clues but it does not
strictly discriminate whether the current jump histograms showing
several peaks reveal different pore conformations or alternatively, sin-
gle and simultaneous multiple insertions of the same pore type. To ob-
tain additional insights on this issue, we analyzed in detail opening
and closure events in current traces focusing on the membrane
composition of 5:4:1 (PC:PE:PI) that displays the best definition of
two different peaks in the corresponding histogram. In Fig. 7 we
show representative traces of the two different current states that
could be tentatively associated to two distinct oligomerization states
or pore structures. In both traces, well-defined “opening” and “closing”
current jumps become apparent.

Selectivity experiments carried out in the same lipid mixture
5:4:1 (PC:PE:PI) further supported the existence of two distinct ion-
conducting p7 structures (Fig. 8). In the presence of a concentration
gradient between both sides of the membrane, there is a net flux of
ions through membrane pores and hence an electric current is mea-
sured. The applied voltage that is needed to make zero the electric cur-
rent (the so-called reversal potential, Erev) reveals the preferential
passage of either positive or negative ions. In the experimental proto-
col used here (see the Materials and methods section), a positive
applied potential means that the pore is selective to cations and a neg-
ative one is associated to an anionic selectivity. We performed reversal
potential experiments at pH 5.0 under a concentration ratio of 5
(Ccis = 150 mM KCl, Ctrans = 750 mM KCl) or 10 (Ccis = 150 mM KCl,
Ctrans = 1.5 M KCl). Fig. 8 shows the permeability ratio (P+/P−) distri-
bution from performed reversal potential experiments. P+/P− N 1
values are tied to a cationic selectivity whereas lower than 1 values in-
dicate a preference for anions. We see two different groups of values,
one connected to a very weak anionic selectivity and other to a cationic
one. Note that a cluster of identical small structures displaying a higher



Fig. 8. Histogram of the permeability ratio fitted to two Gaussian peaks. Permeability
ratio calculated from reversal potential experiments performed at pH 5.0 under a concen-
tration ratio of 5 (Ccis = 150 mM KCl, Ctrans = 750 mM KCl) or 10 (Ccis = 150 mM KCl,
Ctrans = 1.5 M KCl).
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conductance would yield the same reversal potential as any of its con-
stituents, not a different value with opposite sign. However, the reason
for opposite selectivity in each type of pores remains unclear. This lipid
dependence of CSFVp7protein channel activity resembles that reported
for the HCV p7 protein [49] although there are some differences regard-
ing the lipid compositions explored, the sub-conductance states and the
cationic selectivity found in that case.

4. Conclusions

Given the great interest in viroporins because of their impact on
health of humans and animals, many studies have focused on the ability
of viroporins to permeabilize cell membranes by using lipid vesicles as
model systems. However, approaches probing their pore-formation
mechanisms at the single channel level are still scarce [50]. To this
end, we have carried out detailed functional studies contrasting IC ac-
tivity and leakage experiments using same lipid compositions and sub-
ject to the same regulatory factors.

For the particular case of CSFV-p7 viroporin, vesicle assays and elec-
trophysiology in planar bilayers seem different sides of the same coin.
Under a variety of conditions we observe a good correspondence
between the relative number of channel insertions and the leakage
observed in LUVs. In both techniques either the pH or membrane com-
position are equally critical to regulate the pemeabilization of the
membrane system. Remarkably, electrophysiological recordings show
reproducible nanometer-sized pores that in accordancewith the solved
structure for HCV p7 should allow the transport of solvated ions, water
and small molecules like ANTS. The pores display mild ion selectivity,
compatible with the documented non-specificity of viroporins.

The analysis of CSFV p7 based peptides in planar bilayers is partic-
ularly interesting to identify the sequences involved in CSFV-p7 ion
channel activity. Thus, the conclusion that the C-terminal hydrophobic
region is a pore lining transmembrane helix and the basic loop regu-
lates the pH dependence of the ion permeation process can be firmly
established [38]. This is in contrast to what is described for the HCV
p7 protein, which contains the pore-forming region at the N-terminus,
again emphasizing inter-genus differences among p7 products from the
Flaviviridae family. In this scheme the functional role of the N-terminal
hydrophobic region would remain unknown in the CSFV protein.

Interestingly, lipid modulation of IC activity emerges as a distinctive
feature of some viroporins. In the case of CSFV p7, minimal changes
in either the lipid charge or the intrinsic lipid curvature originates
dramatic changes in the current histograms. The lack of structural infor-
mation about CSFV-p7 viroporin makes difficult even a qualitative
explanation of the lipid regulation the IC activity. The combined analysis
of current traces and selectivity experiments indicates that different
current states would probably correspond to, at least, two different in-
dependent pore structures.
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